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First Peoples Worldwide Case Study Research Consultant
First Peoples Worldwide’s (First Peoples) mission is to work from a foundation of Indigenous values to
achieve a sustainable future for all. First Peoples addresses the unique social and environmental impacts
of development in Indigenous communities, while preparing current and future leaders to meet the
pressing social responsibility challenges facing today's businesses. Through capacity-building,
networking, advocacy, and major research projects, our work increases corporate accountability to the
rights of Indigenous Peoples. First Peoples is housed at the Center for Native American and Indigenous
Studies (CNAIS) at the University of Colorado Boulder.
Job Description
First Peoples is seeking a consultant or a post-graduate student to collect and analyze data as part of a
case study. This study is a follow up to a previous study completed in 2018 and seeks to further
understand how the main company that funded and supported the construction of the Dakota Access
Pipeline has seen its value erode over time. You can learn more about the work of First Peoples
Worldwide and the original case study here: https://www.colorado.edu/program/fpw/publicationsresources.
The consultant will complete an event study analysis of one company’s value between June 2018 and
present, in the same format as the previous case study. The consultant will collect stock price data and
market share data over time and will analyze statistical data alongside major events of the last three
years.
Minimum Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to conduct an event study as described above.
Clear understanding of event study methodology and application.
Proven experience with statistical analysis. First Peoples will give consideration to those who
have completed event studies in the past.
Ability to work autonomously and remotely, and to seek support and direction as appropriate.
Ability to set and meet timelines, execute project progress, and communicate scheduling
challenges.
Ability to work with a partner to complete both the mathematical and legal analysis necessary
for a full study.

Commitment and Compensation
$25/hour for post-graduate students. Consultant TBD based on proposal. Hours are flexible with a
deadline to have the event study completed by August 15, 2022.
If you are interested in the position, please send your resume, a brief statement of interest, and (if
relevant) consulting proposal, to Christina Stanton, christina.stanton@colorado.edu.

